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Several mathematical results and new computational methods are presented for prim- 
itive elements and their minimal polynomials of algebraic extension fidds. For a field 
Q(~I ,  ..., c~t) obtained by adjoining algebraic numbers al ,  ..., at  to the rational number 
field Q, it is shown that there exists at least one vector ~ = (sl, ...,st) of integers in a 
specially selected set of (t - 1)N vectors such that s ia l  + ~2a2 + ... + s~at is a primitive 
dement,  where N is the degree of Q(ai ,  ..., ~)  over Q. Furthermore, a method is presented 
for directly calculating such a vector ~ that gives a primitive element. Finally, for a given 
polynomial f over Q, a new method is presented for computing a primitive dement of the 
splitting field of f and its minimal polynomial over Q. 
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1. In t roduct ion  
For many applications in Computer Algebra, methods dealing with algebraic numbers 
are becoming more important. For exaxnple, the symbolic integration of a rational func- 
tion requires operating in an extension field obtained as a subfield of the splitting field of 
its denominator. There are several approaches to describe xtension fields in actual prob- 
lems and applications. Sometimes algebraic numbers hould be computed numerically or 
expressed in terms of radicals. But if we attempt o factor or integrate polynomials ym- 
bolically, we have to deal with extension fields in a precise, general and effective manner. 
One promising method is to describe xtension fields of the rational field Q ~s polynomial 
factor rings. For an extension field K over Q generated by one algebraic number ~, K is 
usually described as Q[x]/(f(x)), where f (x )  is the minimal polynomial of a over Q, i.e. a 
monic irreducible polynomial over Q which has ~ as a root. For more complicated exten- 
sion fields generated by finitely many algebraic numbers, there have been few discussions 
about how to describe them. 
In this paper such extension fields are considered. Since an extension field K gener- 
ated by finitely many algebraic numbers has primitive elements a's, i.e. K is also a simple 
extension field Q(ot), it is natural to describe K as Q(a). Here, we employ such description 
and discuss methods for finding primitive elements. Trager(1976) and Loos(1982b) dis- 
cussed this approach and presented methods for finding primitive elements. Trager(1976) 
presented an algorithm which computes a primitive element and its minimal polynomial 
for extension fields generated by two elements. He also presented an algorithm for splitting 
fields. Loos(1982b) discussed the problem where an algebraic number is specified as a root 
of a square-free polynomial that lies in an isolating interval, and presented an algorithm 
for such a problem. Their methods for finding primitive elements and computing their 
minimal polynomials follow essentially the same idea. Their methods are based on the 
results of Kronecker and van der Waerden. ( See van der Waerden(1931).  Resultants of 
polynomials are used for their actual computations of minimal polynomials. Furthermore, 
their methods are classified as trial method in this paper, because they choose a candidate 
and test whether it is really a primitive element or not. Their works provided a basic so- 
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lution to the posed problem. However, several questions are left. Our first question is on 
the bound of the number of trials. A bound for extension by adjoining two elements was 
given by Landau(1985). But the bound should be analyzed more precisely. Our second 
question is concerned with heuristic property of the algorithm, i.e., trial-and-test. Is there 
any algorithm without trial ? The third is concerned with the specification or definition 
of extension fields. That is, how can we treat extension fields when they are specified by 
a set of algebraic equations? Of course, there are many other important questions and 
problems that will arise in many respective situations for dealing with extension fields. We 
discuss the first three questions in this paper. Following the contributions of Trager and 
Loos, we present new methods as well as mathematical basis for computing a primitive 
element of a field generated by two or more algebraic numbers, and for the splitting field 
of a polynomial over Q. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss description 
of finite extension fields. In Section 3 we review presently known methods to compute 
minimal polynomials of algebraic integers over Q. In Section 4 we discuss how to find 
primitive elements and present several new results. In Section 5 we discuss non-trial 
methods for splitting fields. Brief summary is given in the last section. 
2. Descr ip t ion  of f in i te extens ion  fields 
In dealing with algebraic numbers over Q on computers, it is important how to define 
them on computers. Some are defined in terms of radicals uch as 1 + x/2, some are defined 
as roots of polynomials, and others are defined as rational functions in algebraic numbers 
which are already defined. Anyway, for Computer Algebra, algebraic numbers are treated 
as symbols or variables with constraints. Thus a finite extension field is conveniently 
described as a polynomial ring over Q with generators as variables. To be exact, an 
extension field is described as a polynomial factor ring modulo an ideal associated with 
algebraic relations among algebraic numbers. Such a description will be adopted. 
2.1. Extens ion  generated  by  one e lement  
An algebraic number a is defined by its minimal polynomial f~. Then, Q(~) is 
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identified with Q[xl/(f,~(z)) as fields, where (f,~(x)) is the ideal generated by f~. By this 
identification, the arithmetic, i.e. the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication 
bad division, can be done on computers as arithmetic in the polynomial ring Q[m] with 
reduction modulo f~(x). See Loos(1982b) for details. We note that since Q[z] is a 
Euclidean ring, ]~uclidean reduction algorithm is applicable directly for computations of 
remainders by ideals. 
2.2. Extens ion  generated  by two  or  more  e lements  
Let a l ,  a2, ..., ~ be all distinct algebraic numbers over Q and let E be an algebraic 
extension field generated by ax, a2, ..., at, i.e. E =Q(o~I, a2, ...,at). The definition of E 
depends on the definitions of al ,  ..., at. Generally, (al , . . . ,  a~) is given as a zero of a system 
of ~-varieLte algebraic equations. We provide the notion of types of definitions of extension 
fields. 
Def in i t ion  2.1. The definition of E is called os separable-type if by changing the order of 
a l ,  ..., o~t, each generator al is given as a root of a polynomial gi(xi) over Q(~I, ..., ai-1), 
i.e. gi(xl, ..., xl) = 0 exists in the given system of algebraic equations, where gi(xl, ..., xi) 
is gi(xi) with xj's substituted for a j 's  for j < i. Otherwise, the definition of E is called 
of mixed-type. Moreover, E is said to be well-defined if E --'Q[zl, ..., z~]/I, where I is the 
ideal generated by all polynomials appearing in the given system. 
For the case where E is well-defined, E is determined uniquely up to an isomorphism. 
But for the case where E is not well-defined, it is possible that there are several fields, 
say candidates for E ,  which are not isomorphic to each other. Candidates are obtained as 
indecomposable submodules of R =Q~xl, ..., x~l/I. Loos(1982b) eliminated this ambiguity 
by introducing the i~ola~ing interval. 
The arithmetic on E can be performed as arithmetic on a multi-variate polynomial 
ring with a reduction modulo the ideal. But this arithmetic is rather complicated, since 
the Euclidean reduction algorithm cannot be applied directly for reduction modulo the 
ideal. So simple arithmetic is needed as in Q(a). It is well-known that a finite extension 
field K of Q has its primitive element % i.e. K =Q(o'). Then if we have the following 
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two algorithms, namely one which computes a primitive element V of E and its minimal 
polynomial over Q, and one by which each as can be represented as polynomials in 0' over 
Q, then the arithmetic on E can be more efficiently performed on computers. 
3. Minimal polynomials of algebraic numbers 
In this section we review several presently known methods for computing minimal 
polynomials of algebraic numbers. These methods are utilized as parts of our new methods 
in Section 4 and Section 5. As stated in Section 2, the definition of an extension field is 
either of separable-type or of mixed-type, depending on which there is a method using the 
resultants of polynomials or a method using Grhbner bases. 
3.1. Method using resultant 
The method using resultant of polynomials i  presented in Trager(1976) and Loos(19- 
82b) for the case where the definition of K is of separable-type. In their method, resultant 
is used for computing norm. 
Definition 3.1. Let F be a field of characteristic zeros and let E be a finite Mgebraic 
extension field of F. Moreover, let s be the set of all distinct embeddings of E into F, 
where/~ is an algebraic losure of F. Then for an element a E E, the norm NE/F(a)  of 
a from E to F is defined by 
The  norm can be extended in a natural manner to polynomials with coefficients in E.  For 
a polynomial h in z, Ys ... with coefficients in E, each embedding of E into F can act 
on h by replacing coefficients of h by their conjugates by the action of g. By using this 
action sthe norm NE/F(h)  is defined by 
NE/F(h) = YIgEe hg. 
I t  is well-known that Ns/F(h)  lies in Fix, Ys ...]. 
We note that if F C E C D is a tower of finite extension fields, then ND/V =NE/F'IYD/E. 
Now, the norm defined above can be used to compute minimal polynomials of elements 
in E. For an element Z in E,  let fo(z) = x - Z and let f (x )  --- Ns Then f is 
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a monic polynomial over F and it has/3 as a root. Therefore, there exists the minima/ 
polynomial f# of fl over F in the set of all irreducible factors of f over F. Moreover, we 
have the following well-known lemma. ( See, e.g., Landau(1985).  
Lemma 3.1. ( Well-known ) f is a power of the minimal polynomial f# of fl over F. I f  
f is square.free, then  I: = f#. 
By Lemma 3.1, the minimal polynomial f~ is obtained by computing the square-free 
part of f .  Thus one way to compute minimal polynomials is to compute norms. From 
now on, we consider algebraic extension fields of Q. So let F be either Q or an algebraic 
extension field of Q. For actual computation of norm, resultant is used as follows. 
Case 1.  E = F(a) 
Let f~ be the minimal polynomial of a over F. For any element fl in E, fl can be 
expressed as a polynomial in a, say fl(0~). The norm NE/F(x -- fl) can be computed as 
follows: 
- = aes,(f (y), x - #(y) ) .  
The correctness of the above equation follows from Definition 2.1 and properties of resul- 
tant. Especially, if fl is expressed as sa 4- t, where s, t E F, the norm NE/F(X -- fl) is 
obtained by the following equation. 
- #)  = : , , , ( (x  - t)l )lk, 
where k is the leading coefficient of f~((z  - t) /s).  
Case 2. E = F(a l ,  ..., at) 
We consider the case where E is well-deft_ned. By the definition of E, we can assume 
that the minimal polynomial gi+l of ai+l over Ei = F(aa, ..., oq) is given for 0 < i < t -  1. 
Then by ~,pplying the method presented in Case 1 to extensions Ei+I/E~ repeatedly, we 
obtain the norm of/9 from E to F for/3 6 E as follows: 
Let ht = x - 19(al, ..., a~). For i < t, hl is defined as NE,+l/z,(hi+a), i.e. 
hi = Res~,+z(gi+l(Yi+l), hi+l(~; ~1, ..., ai ,yi+l)) .  
Then h0 is the norm NF./F(X --/9). 
Remark .  As for the case where E is not well-defined, if each al is defined by its minimal 
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polynomial fi over F,  then the similar method is applicable. We also define polynomials 
h~' as follows: 
Let h~ = ~- f l (a l ,  ..., at). For i < t, h* = Re%,+l(fi+x(yi+l), h*+l(x; a l ,  ..., ai ,  Yi+a)). 
Then h~ is a polynomial over F,  and has the following property. 
I t 
Lemma 3.2. For each irreducible factor h of h~, there are conjugates al, ..., ce t such that 
h is the minimal polynomials offl(a'l, ..., a',) over F, zvhere o/i is a conjugate oral  over F. 
I I I I 
Conversely, for any conjugates al,...,oq, h~ has the minimal polynomial of f l(al, ...,at) 
over F as an irreducible factor. 
Lemma 3.2 follows from the fact that h~ is expressed as h~(x) = l'I(z - -  fl(a'l,... , a't)), 
where a' i ranges over all conjugates of ai by the definition of resultant. Hence, from 
t I 
Lemma 3.2, we can compute the minimal polynomial of f l(al, ..., a~) over F by factoring 
h~. 
As for efficient algorithms for resultant, see Collins(1971) and Loos(1982a). 
3.2. Method using GrSbner  basis 
For the case where the definition of K is of mixed-type, a method using GrSbner 
basis is applicable. By the studies on algebraic relations of polynomials and systems of 
algebraic equations, several methods for computing minimal polynomials are known. ( 
See Arnon & Sederberg(1984), Gianni & Trager & Zacharias(1987) and Kobayashi(1987). 
) Here we review two methods for the well-defined case. 
Let R =Q[Xl,...,xt], and let I be the ideal generated by pl,...,ps, where pl is a 
polynomial in zl,  ..., zt over Q. Since K = .R/I is an algebraic extension field of Q, there 
are algebraic integers ai's associated with zi's such that K =Q(a l ,  ..., at). Consider the 
following polynomial ring R' and its ideal I'. 
R' =Q[y, xl,..., xt] and I '  = (pl,...,p,, fl - y), the ideal generated by pl,..., p, and 
/3-y. 
Let Y be the reduced GrSbner basis with respect o the lexicographic order x, >. . .  > xl ~ y 
and with head coefficients 1. Then in P there exists exactly one polynomial, say G(y), 
which does not contain variables xl, ..., xt. Then G(y) is the minimal polynomial of ft. 
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As a special case, we consider the ease where an algebraic number/~ is expressed 
as ~=1 aia l ,  ai EQ, and fl is known to be a primitive dement of I f .  In this case, the 
minimal polynomial h of fl can be computed in the following manner. 
Transform the basis {xl, x2, ..., xt}  of the ring Q[xl, z2, ..., st] to {yl, y2, ..., yt},  where 
t 1~' = (P l , . . . ,p , ) ,  Y2 = x2 , . . , y t  = xt  and Yl = ~-~i=lalxi.  Let =Q[y l ,y2 , . . . , y t ]  and I I r , 
where each p~ is obtained from pi as a polynomial in Yl, Y2, ..., Y*. Then in the reduced 
GrSbner basis r of I '  with respect o the lexicographieal order Yl <1 . . .  ~ y,, there exists 
a polynomial, say G1 (Yl), which does not contain variables y2, ..., Yr. Then G1 (Yl) is the 
minimal polynomial of/~. Moreover, for each i # t, there exists yi - Gi(y,) in P for some 
polynomial hi in y,, and r = {GI (y l ) ,y2  - G2(y l ) ,  . . . ,y ,  - G,(yl)}. 
If fl = ~"~ti= 1 aioq, al EQ~ is not a primitive element, the reduced GrSbner basis F 
does not have such a form. Therefore we can apply this method for testing primitiveness 
of elements. ( See Algorithm 4.3. ) 
As for the case where K is not well-defined, we have to decompose the polynomial 
factor ring R/ I ,  i.e., we have to decompose the ideal I. In this case, similar methods as 
above exist. ( See Gianni & Trager & Zacharias(1987) and also Kobayashi & Moritsugu 
& Hogan(1988). ) 
Remark .  
Other methods, which are based on linear equations over Q-vector space R, are used 
in Yokoyama & Noro &: akeshima(1987) for the separable-type case, and in Kobayashi & 
Moritsugu & Hogan(1988) for the mixed-type case. 
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4. Finding pr imi t ive  e lements .  
In this section we consider algebraic extension fields over Q described in Section 2, 
and discuss several methods to find primitive elements of these fields. 
Let a l , . . . ,at  be all distinct algebraic numbers over Q, and let K be an algebraic 
extension field generated by these numbers. Let fl be the minimal polynomial of a i  over 
Q, and nl --deg f~ for 1 < i < t. Moreover, let E be the set of all distinct embeddings of 
K into Q, where Q is an algebraic losure of Q. Then [s = [t(:Q[. So let .IV -- IK:Q[. We 
define the foUowing. 
Let Zt be the direct product of Z with itself t times. For an element ~ = (sl, . . . ,st) 
in Z t, an algebraic number a(])  is defined as 
a(~) = 81ai  + ~2a2 + ... + s~.  
Moreover, for simplicity, we write a(~) g as the image of a(~) by the action of g 6 E. Then 
c~(~)g is expressed as 
81a g+s=a g+ .... +s~.  
It is known that there exist primitive elements of K in the set {~(~)]5 EZt}. ( See 
Long(1976). ) We call a vector ~ which gives a primitive element a generating vector for 
K. Our problem is to find a generating vector. To obtain such a vector, we have two kinds 
of methods, trial method and non-trial method. In the trial method, we repeatedly take 
a vector and obtain a candidate for a primitive element and then test whether it is really 
a primitive element or not, until eventually we get a primitive element. In the non-trial 
method, which we propose in this paper, we compute a vector which is known to be a 
generating vector, and then make up a primitive element. 
Trial methods have been presented by Trager(1976) and Loos(1982b). Their methods 
are applicable to any algebraic extension field whose definition is of separable-type, but 
inapplicable to one whose definition is of mixed-type. The reason is that resultant cannot 
be used to obtain norms for the mixed-type case. For the mixed-type case, however, there 
exists another trial method, in which we employ GrSbner basis for testing primitiveness 
and computing the minimal polynomials. ( See Section 3.2. ) 
In the following, we first consider trial methods, and discuss how many trials are 
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needed in each computation. We next present a new non-trial method. Finally we give 
the comparison of efficiency among methods described here. 
4.1. Finding primitive elements by trial methods 
We will show that the number of trials in trial methods is bounded by (~ - 1)N. We 
begin with Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. 
Lemma 4,.1. ( Well-known ) a(3) is a primi$ive element i/and only i/ a(~) g • a(~) h for 
any pair of distinct embeddings g and h. 
Let V be the set of all vectors ~ in Z t which are not generating vectors, i.e. ~(~)'s 
are not primitive elements of K. Then by the definition of ~(~) and Lemma 4.1, V is 
expressed as follows. 
V =- {~ G I: ] c~(~)g = ~(~)h for some pair of distinct embeddings g and h }. 
Let Y(g, h) = (~ 9 Z' I ~(~)" = ~(~)n }. Then y = u.r  y(g, h). 
Theorem 4.2. V ---- Uoeg_{a } V(1, g). 
Proof. Consider the Galois closure/~ of K in Q and its Galois group 9. Then s can be 
considered as the set 9 /~g of all ~g-cosets, where GK is the subgroup of ~ consisting of 
all elements each of which fixes all numbers in K. Therefore for each g E s there is some 
g' 9 G such that a~ -- c~'. And for such g', it follows that a~ --- a~ for h 9 Ggg'. From 
this, we consider each element of s as an element of 9. Then by using properties of group, 
we have the following. 
~(~). = ~(~)h if and only if ~(~) = ~(~)h.-~. 
Hence we have V = Ug~g_{1}V(1,g). Since there is an element in s corresponding with 
each GK-coset, we obtain the following. 
V =- Ugeo_{1}V(1 , g) --- U~Kgeg/r , 9/~g) -- Ug~z-{1} V(1, g). Q.E.D. 
From now on, we use Y(g) instead of YO,  g) for g 9 E - {1}. Consider an element 
in V(g). Then by definition, ~ = (s~,..., st) satisfies the following equation. 
s le~ + s2~2 + ... + s tar  = s lc~ + s=a~ + ... + stcr 
By considering the above equation as a linear equation over Q, V(g) is a Z-submodule of 
the solution of this linear equation. Since g is not the identity embedding, the rank of 
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V(g) as a Z-module is at most t - 1. Note that IV(g)[ is infinite, when the rank is not 
equal to 0. Consider the case t = 2, then the rank of V(g) is at most 1. Therefore there 
is at most one integer s~ such that (1, sg) belongs to V(g). As I~ - {1}1 = N -- 1, there 
are at most N - 1 elements ~ = (1,8) in V. Hence we have the following directly from 
this argument. 
Theorem 4.3. There is at leas~ one integer s among N distir, c~ integers uch tha4 al +so~2 
is a primitive element of K =Q(~l,oe2), where N is the degree of K over Q. 
Remark .  For the problem of factoring polynomials over algebraic extension fields, Lan- 
dau(1985) presented a bound for the number of necessary trials to obtain irreducible 
factors. When we apply her results ( Lemana 1.6 in Landau(1985) ), the number of trials 
for finding a primitive lement of Q(~I, ~2) is bounded by N(N- -1) /2 .  Hence Theorem 4.3 
gives an improved bound over Lmadau's result. In Section 4.3, we give further discussion. 
Next, we discuss the case for arbitrary t. Let K0 =Q, Ki =Q(a l ,  ...,c~i) and Ni = 
[Ki:  ql, for 1 < i < 4. Moreover, let ~(i) = (sl, ..., si, O, ..., O) for ~ = (sa, ..., s,) EZ ~ and 
I < i < 4. Foravector~ = (ul, . . . ,uk) inZ  k, k < t ,u  can be considered as avector  
(ul ,  ..., uk, O, ..., O) in Z t, and so a(fi) can be defined. Similarly as V, V~ can be defined 
for K~ and ~(i). Since the set of all distinct embeddings & of K~ into Q is the set of all 
distinct restriction of elements of s on Ki, for an element 5(i) in Y~ there is an embedding 
g in s such that s is not identical on Ki and a(~(i)) = ~(~(i))g. From this, it follows 
that  if ~(i) does not belong to V/ for any i, then ~ does not belong to V. From this 
observation, we can always find each generating vector for Ki successively in such a way 
that  we determine u EZ by trial-and-test such that (sx, s2, ..., si-1, u, ..., 0) is a generating 
vector for Ki, after getting ~(i - 1) = (Sl, ..., s l - t ,  0, ..., 0) as a generating vector fo r / ( i -1 .  
We call this procedure successive-trial. Then we have the following by Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.4. I f  we employ successlve-trial, the number T of trials is bounded as follows: 
T < N2 + N3 + ... + Nt < ( t -1 )N .  
For the case where the definition of K is of separable-type, we can employ successive- 
trial. But for the case where the definition of K is of mixed-type, we cannot employ 
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successive-trial directly. But by applying methods discussed in Section 3.2, we can obtain 
the m_immal polynomials of o~i's. From this, we can transform the mixed-type case into 
the separable-type case. However, there exists another trial method (Algorithm 4.3) 
applicable directly to the mixed-type case, in which the number of trials is bounded by 
the same order (4 -- 1)N as in successive-trial. Before we show a new trial method, we 
provide necessary notions and theorems. 
Def in i t ion  4.1. Let S be a subset of Z ~. S is called a t-base set, if any distinct t-elements 
of 5' are linearly independent over Q. 
By well-known results on linear algebra and by the fact that Q is an infinite field, for 
any positive integer m > t there are infinitely many t-base sets consisting of m elements. 
Moreover, a t-base set can be obtained whose elements are expressed in terms of integer 
parameters.  We will show later several t-base sets obtained by one parameter. 
Let S be a t-base set consisting of (t - 1) x (N - 1) + 1 elements. Then the following 
theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.5. In S ~here is a~ least one elemen~ which is a generating vector, i.e. a(~) 
is a primitive elemen~ of K.  
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, V =- Ogee_{z}V(g ) and rank V(g) _ t - 1 for g e s - {1}. Let 
V*(g) be the vector space over Q spanned by V(g). We show that S is not contained in 
V. Assume the contrary. Then in a set of at most (4 - 1) • (N  - 1) elements of S there 
is abas is  of Y*(g) for g E s  S inceS has ( t - l )  •  +1 elements, there 
is at least one element ~ which does not belong to any V*(g) by the definition of t-base 
set. This contradicts the assumption. Hence we conclude that S is not contained in V. 
Q.E.D. 
By Theorem 4.5, if we seek a generating vector ~ from a t-base set S of Z t, the number 
of trials T is bounded as follows; 
T < (4-- 1) x (N-  1) + 1 < ( t -  1)N. 
This bound has the same order as the bound for the successive-trial method. We call 
trials from a t-base set t-base-~rial. 
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Here we remark the size of search space of generating vectors. By using similar 
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, we also have the following. 
Theorem 4.6. Let Si be a se~ consisting of Ni  distinct integers. Then there ia at least 
one elemen~ in {1} X $2 • "'" x St which is a generating vector for K .  
From Theorem 4.6, the search space is included in {1} x $2 x ... x St, and the size 
is bounded by N2 x -.. Nt. Moreover, it might happen that for a badly chosen integer 
u, no vector 3 with s2 = u can be a generating vector. Therefore, if we do not employ 
t-base-trial, we can only assure that the number of trials T is bounded as follows: 
T < N2 x . . .  x Nt < N t-1. 
In the following, we present examples of t-base sets, which are expressed in terms 
of one parameter. Consider a vector ~ obtained by using a parameter u. Then each 
component si is a function of u. Here we consider the case where si is a rational function 
of u. So we write si(u) and ~(u) instead of si and ~ respectively. Let M(u~,...,u~) be 
a matrix whose j - th  row is a vector ](uj), and let D(u~, ..., ut) be the determinant of 
M(ul,..., ut). Then we have the following lemma which can be shown easily. 
Lemma 4.7. /f  D(u l , . . . ,u t )  ~ 0 for any distinct t integers u l , . . . ,ut ,  then {~(u)lu eZ} 
is a t-base set. 
Using Lemma 4.7, we have the following examples for t-base sets. 
Examples .  
1. Type 1. 
Define a vector ~(u) for an integer u as follows: 
= ( i ,  , , ,  . . . ,  
Then {](u)lu eZ) is a t-base set, since M(ul, .... u,) is a Vandermonde matrix. 
2. Type 2. 
Fix distinct t integers vl, ..., vs. Define a vector ~(u) for an integer u as follows: 
:(u) = k x (1/(u - vl), 1/(u - v2), ..., 1/(u - v,)), 
where k is an integer such that %(u) is a vector over Z. Then {~(u)lu EZ-{vl ,  ..., vt}} is a 
X-base set. Because, for any distinct t integers us, ..., u~ in Z-{v1,...,  v~}, it follows that 
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D(~I ,  . . . ,  '/.Q) = ( -1 ) t ( t -1 ) /2P(V l , .  .,, vt)P(?-/.1, ..., ? - / , t ) /~ i , j (v i  - ~ j ) ,  
where P is the determinant of a Vandermonde matrix, and hence D(ua ,..., ut) r 0 for any 
distinct t integers Ul , . . ,ut  in Z-{v1, ...,vt}. 
4.2.  Const ruct ing  pr imi t ive  e lements  by  a non- t r ia l  method  
We will show that we can obtain deterministically a generating vector ~ for K.  We 
define the bounds of algebraic numbers as roots of polynomials over Q. The algebraic 
closure Q can be embedded in the complex number field C. Therefore absolute values are 
defined for elements of Q. By using absolute values, the following bounds are defined for 
algebraic numbers ~1,..., at. 
Def in i t ion  4.2. Let bi be a rational number which is greater than the absolute values of 
any conjugates of eel over Q, and let cl be a positive rational number whose reciprocal is 
not greater than the absolute values of the differences of any two distinct conjugates of 
~i  over  Q .  
The above bounds bi and ci can be computed by using the minimal polynomial of ai 
over Q. We discuss this later. ( See Remark. ) 
Consider a vector ~ = (81, ...,st) EZ t which is defined as sl = 1 and si > 2(slbl + 
.s2b 2 -'}- ... q-" 8 i_ lb i _ l )C  i for i > 2. 
Then we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. ~ is a generating vec~or for K, i.e. c~(~) is a primitive etemen~ of K.  
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, we have only to show that ~(~) # c~(~)g for g E s - {1). 
Assume, to the contrary, that there is an embedding  in s - {1) such that ~(~) = ~(~)g. 
Let j be the largest integer such that a j  # a~. Then it follows that 
81(  Ggl - -  O~I g) "~" "'" 2V 8J--'(OlJ -1  --  ~ j - -1 )  g = 8j(OL g -- Otj), 
By using bounds, the left-hand side is bounded as follows; 
I s l (~ l  - ~f )  + . . . . . .  + S j - l (~ J -~ - ~-1)1  < S l l~ - ~f[  + + s~'-~t~j-1 - ~j-~l~ < 
2S lb l  -+- ... + 2~j - lb j -1 .  
The right-hand side is also bounded as follows; 
I s j (~  - ~J)l > ~'/cj" 
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Hence 2slbl q- ... + 2sj- lbj-1 > sj/cj, and this contradicts the definition of 8j. Q.E.D. 
Let b be the largest number among bi's, and let c be the largest number among ci's. 
Moreover, let u be the smallest integer such that u :> 4be and u :> 2. We also define a 
vector fi = (1, u, u 2, ..., u~-l). Then we have the following Theorem by the similar proof 
as in Theorem 4.8. 
Theorem 4.9. ~ = (1,u, u 2, ..., u ~-~) is a genera~in# vectorfor K, i.e. ~(~z) is a primitive 
elemen~ of K. 
Remark .  For the case where minimal polynomials fi of ~i over Q are known, the bounds 
bi and ci can be computed by the following way by using Mignotte(1982)'s result. 
= ~i---0 hlx,  let [[ h [[= (~i=0 "-,, and let [h[ = max{]ho], For a polynomial h(x) a i a h2. 11/2 
9 ..,[hal). Then the following holds. 
bi > min{lY, I + 1, II fl II), 
cl _> min{(2bi)"'C"'-x)/2-1/lDi] ~/2, "i-C"'+z)/~ II f~ tl "'-1/v/SlDil~/z}, 
where Di is the discriminant of fi and ni=deg fi. 
We note that there is a way to determine bi and cl numerically. 
By Theorem 4.8, Theorem 4.9 and above Remark, we have a non-trial method for the 
case where the definition of k is of separable-type. Thus we can find the primitive lements 
in a deterministic mnnner. Further study is needed for the case when the above bounds, 
and hence coefficients of the resulting minimal polynomial of the primitive lement, become 
very large. 
4.3. A lgor i thms and remarks  
Here we present algorithms for finding primitive lements and discuss their efficiency. 
As a typical ease, we consider the case t = 2. As mentioned before, Trager(1976) and 
Loos(1982b) presented algorithms using norms for testing candidates. Algorithm 4.1 is 
essentially the same as their algorithms. 
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Output: a primitive element 7 of Q(a, fl) and its minimal polynomial g over Q. 
:= I; 
h(x) :=ResAf(y ), g(~ - sY)); 
While GCD(h(x), (dh/dx)(z)) # 1 do 
{s:=s+l; 
h(~) :=Res~(s g2(~ - ~)}; 
Return V = aa + fl and h(z). 
Algor i thm 4.2. (non-trial method for well-defined case) 
Input: same as in Algorithm 4.1. 
Output: same as in Algorithm 4.1. 
compute b#; 
compute c~; 
:= [2b#ca]; 
h(x) :=ResAf(y), g(~ - ,y)); 
Return 3' = sol + fl and'h(x). 
In the above, [a] denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to the rational a. 
The complexity of the above algorithms i  evaluated as follows. For the sake of simplicity, 
assume that degrees of polynomials f and g are both n, and that f(x) and g(x,y) are 
polynomials ove~ Z, where g(x, y) is g(x) with y substituted for c~1. Let M be the smallest 
integer wl-fich exceeds all the coefficients of f(x) and g(m, y). Then the integer coefficients 
in g'(x, y) = g(z - sy, y) are bounded by n2sn2"M. Therefore semi-norms IIfll and IIg'll 
are bounded by n3sn2nM, where the semi-norm of a polynomial is the square root of 
the sum of the square of all the coefficients. In the modular algorithm for resultant ( see 
Loos(1982a) ), the time required to compute resultant for two 2-variate polynomials with 
degrees n is O(nSL(d) + n~L(d)2), where L(d) denotes the maximal ength of the semi- 
norms. Thus, the computation of resultant takes no more than O(nSL(maz{llfll, IIg'll})+ 
n4L( r"a~ { Ilfll, IIg' II }))-steps. And the length of the semi-norm Ilht[ of resulting polyno- 
mial h is bounded by O(,~n(max{llfll, IIg'll}). In Algorithm 4.1, we ha~e also to com- 
pute GCD(h, dh/dx). Since GCD of polynomials with degrees ra and semi-norms d can 
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be computed in O(m3L(d) 2) by the modular P.R.S. algorithm (also see Loos(1982a) , 
GCD(h, dh/dx) can be computed in O(nS.L(max{llfl[, Jig'I[}). Since the number of trials 
is bounded by n 2 by Theorem 4.3, Algorithm 4.1 computes a primitive element and its 
minimal polynomial in O(nl~ [Ig'll})2)-steps and so in O(nl~ - 
steps. On the other hand, in Algorithm 4.2, if we choose Igl + 1 as b#, b# is bounded 
by nM n. Moreover, ca is bounded by n("+s)/~M, if we choose n("+2)/211ftl/(3D)l/2 
as ca. Then s is bounded by 2n2"M 2 (an over-estimated value), and it is computed in 
O(n3L(nl/2M) +n2L(nl/2M)2)-steps. Thus, Algorithm 4.2 computes a primitive element 
and its minimal polynomial in O(n~L(n2n2+2M2"+x2~'~)+n4L(n2n~+2M2n+122n))2)-steps. 
Hence the cost of Algorithm 4.2 is much less than the cost to compute GCD(h, dh/dx) in 
Algorithm 4.1. So even if the first trial succeeds in Algorithm 4.1, Algorithm 4.2 is faster 
than Algorithm 4.1. 
The above algorithms do not compute the representations of o~ and/~ by the obtMned 
primitive element 7. From his experience, Loos(1982b) pointed out that 80 % of the 
whole computation time is consumed in such representation stage of his algorithm. In 
his algorithm, the representations are obtained in a usual manner, i.e., by computing 
CCD(g"(x),/(z)) over the extension field q(z), where g"(z) = g(z - s~). According to 
Landau(1985), the cost to compute such GCD is bounded by O(nlllog~([[h[[)log~(max 
{llfll, [[g"ll}))-step s. This overwhelms even the bound for Algorithm 4.1. Moreover, the 
bound contains in Ilhl[, and we cannot present better bound for s presented above in 
our algorithm. This will affect the bound for representation stage. Although the bounds 
for s are not tight, it is somewhat discouraging. The presented algorithm, however, will 
serve us if any faster GCD-algorithm over algebraic extension fields is invented, or if we 
can get the representations by any other method faster than usual GCD method. 
Remark .  When fl is given by the minimal polynomial ~ over q instead of g over Q(a), 
we have to factorize h(x) =NormK/Q (~(z--s~)) to eliminate ambiguity of extension fields. 
In this case, if h(x) is square-free, ach irreducible factor gives the minimal polynomiM of 
a primitive element of each field generated by conjugates of a and/~. If a trial method 
is employed, the number of trials is bounded as follows by the similar arguments as in 
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Theorem 4.3. 
Theorem 4.10. There is at least one integer s among nan2(n2-1) distinct integers uch 
that h(x) is square-free for such s, i.e. each irreducible factor of h(x) gives the minimal 
polynomial of a primitive element. 
Theorem 4.10 is an improvement of Lemma 1.6 in Landau(1985). As for a non-trial 
method, we have the following by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.8. 
Theorem 4.11. Let s = 2bpc~, where ba and c? are defined in Definition 4.$. Then h(x) 
is square-free. 
We note that these result can be applied directly to factorization of polynomials over 
algebraic extension field. 
Next we consider the general case ~ > 3. When the definition of K is of separable- 
type, we can apply algorithms for t = 2 successively. At each step, we can employ either a 
trial method or a non-trial method. Thus we consider the other case where the definition 
of K is of mixed-type and well-defined. We show a new trial method using t-base trial. 
In this method, aft]he transformation of the basis described in Section 3.2 is employed 
to test whether a candidate is a primitive element or not. This method includes the 
representations of each al  in terms of the primitive element. 
A lgor i thm 4.3. (t-base-triM method for mixed-type case) 
Input: the polynomials hi, .... ,hrn which generate a maximal ideal I in Q[xl,..., xn], i.e. 
K -q [x l , . . . ,  xn]/I, and a t-base set which is expressed in term of a parameter u. 
Output: a generating vector ~, the minimal polynomial of a(])  over Q and the represen- 
tations of oti's. 
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u := 1; 
compute a vector ~(u); 
v :=  1(u) 1 +. . .  ; 
transform the basis {xl .... , x ,}  to {y, x2, ...,xn}, 
i.e. compute h~(y, x2, ..., x , )  for each hi; 
t . let I '  = (h~, ..., hm), 
compute GrSbner basis P of I '  w. r. t. the lexieographical order y .~ x2 "~... '~ xn; 
While ( P is not good .1) ) do 
{u := u + 1; 
compute a vector ~(u); 
transform the basis {xl, . . . ,z ,} to {y, x2, ...,x,}; 
! . let Z' = (h~,..., hm), 
compute GrSbner basis F of I w. r. t. the lexicographical order y ~ x2 ~-. .  ,~ z~}; 
Return ~(u) and r .  .2) 
*1) P is good if it has the form {GI(y), x2 -G2(y) ,  . . . , z , -  G,(y)}.  
*2) GI(y)  gives the minimal polynomial of a(5(u)), o~i s represented by Gi(y) for 2 < i < n 
and aa is represented by (y -  s2(u)az(y) ... 3 , (u )a , (y ) ) /S l (U) .  
We do not discuss the complexity of Algorithm 4.3, since exact complexity of the 
computation of GrSbner basis is not known. We can assert only that the number of trials 
is bounded by (t - 1)dl . . .  dn, where dl,...,d, are the largest n total degrees of hl,...,hs. 
This bound follows from Theorem 4.5 and B6zout's theorem, that is, N < dl ""  dn. 
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5. Splitting fields of polynomials 
For a polynomial f ( z )  over Q, the splitting field K is obtained by adjoining all roots 
of f to Q. We describe a non-trial algorithm by using generating vectors. For simplicity, 
let f (x )  be a monic irreducible polynomial over Q. The irreducibility can be assumed, 
since the splitting field of a polynomial can be obtained from all the splitting fields of its 
factors. 
Let ~1, ..., a ,  be all the roots o f f ,  where n - deg~ f(x), and let K be the splitting field 
of f ,  i.e. K =Q(~I , . . ,  ~) ,  and let S = {al .... , ~,}. We note that since ~1 +. . .+a ,  EQ, K 
is generated by n - 1 distinct roots of f .  Similarly as in Section 4, we define the following. 
For a vector 5 = (s,,  ...,s, 0 in Q", we define c~(~) as ~(~) = s,~,  + s ,a ,  + ... + s ,a , .  
Moreover, let ~(i) denote the vector (al, ..., si, 0, ..., 0). 
We define generating vectors for splitting fields, which are slightly extended from 
those for arbitrary algebraic extension fields in Section 4. 
Def in i t ion  5.1. A vector ~ = (sl, ..., s , )  is called a generai~ng vector for a primitive 
element if for any ordering of roots of f ,  a(~(i)) = a((Sl, s2, ..., si, 0, ..., 0)) is a primitive 
element of Q(o~l,~r...,o~i) for 1 _< i <: n. 
In the following we show three examples of generating vectors, two of which are 
applicable to special cases, and another one is applicable to general cases. We then 
present an algorithm for finding a primitive element and its minimal polynomial over Q 
by using these generating vectors. 
5.1. Generating vectors 
Let W be a vector subspace of Qn which is determined by Q-linear relations between 
o~1, ..., 0~),) i.e. 
w = = o}. 
Since K is the splitting field of f ,  K /Q  is a Galois extension. Then the set Q of all 
distinct embeddings from K into Q is a Galois group of K/Q. For each g in G, a~ lies in 
S = {~1, ..., a ,} .  So g is considered as a permutation on the set of indices {1, ..., n} and 
6 is considered as a permutation group on {1, ...,n}. Then G acts on {1, ...,n} faithfully. 
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We write ~io instead of a~. Moreover, ~ can act on the set of coordinates of Qn and so 
can act on Qn as follows. 
For a vector ~= (Sl,...,sn) and g e g, ~g = (sin, 82, , ..., 8no ). 
Then the following holds. 
~(~) = ~(~)~-1.  
Furthermore, by observing the action of ~ on W, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.1. W i8 G-invariant, i.e. Wg = W for every g E ~. 
Similarly as in Section 4, we define V and Y(g) for g E ~ - {1}. By Lemma 4.1, ~(~) 
is not a primitive element of K if and only if ~ lles in V. Consider the case where ~ lies in 
V(g) for some g E ~, i.e. ~(~)0 = ~(~). Then by the previous argument, it follows that 
~(~_ ~r ' )  = ~(~)  _ ~(~)~ = 0. 
Hence ~ - ~g-1 E W and so ~g - ~ E W. From this, V and V(g) are expressed as follows. 
v = {~ ~Z- l~g - ~ ~ w for some g ~ ~ - {1}},  
Now we are ready to give examples for generating vectors. First we consider special 
cases, and next we discuss the general case. 
Case  where G is doub ly  t rans i t i ve  
Consider the case where G ac~s on (1, ..., n} doubly transitively, i.e. for each pair (i, j)  
of distinct elements in {1, ...,n} there is some g in G such that (ig,jg) --- (1,2). We note 
that we can test whether ~ is doubly transitive or not by examining whether f (x ) / ( z  - a) 
is irreducible over Q(~) or not, where c~ is an arbitrary root of f .  Then by using results 
of representation theory of groups, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. Let ~ = (1, 2,..., n - 1, 0). Then o~(~) is a ?rimitive element of K.  
Proof. Assume bhat oL(~) is not a primitive element of K. Then ~here is an element g in 
-~1} such that ~g-~E W. Let fi = ~g-~.  By the definition o f~ there are some 
coordinates of fi which differ from each other, i.e. ul r u i for some i , j  E {1, ...,n}. Let 
U be a subspace spanned by a set {fihlh E g}. Then U is a G-invariant subspaee of W. 
Moreover, let U* be a vector space over C spanned by a set {fihlh E ~}, i.e. U* =C~QU.  
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Now consider the actions of Q on U and U*. The action of G on Q~ is a permutation 
representation of (g, {1, ..., n))  over Q. Since Q acts on {1, ..., n) doubly transitively, by 
using the formula of the reciprocity of Frobenius, the representation f Q on the extension 
C~QQ n -~C n of Qn is decomposed into two irreducible representations. One is the 
representat ion on the set I = {(a, a, ..., a)la EC}, and the other is the representation  
----- E I= I  a l  ~--- J {(aa,..., a,)]ai EC and n 0}. Since any representation of Q on C n is an 
irreducible representation or a sum of irreducible representations, U* should be I ,  J or 
IEE) J .  But f i=  Sg-~does  not lie in I .  SOU*- -  Jo r I (~ J .  From this, U* contains 
J and so a = (1 , -1 ,  0, ..., 0) lies i n  U*~Q" = U. Hence a lies in W and a(~) = 0. This 
implies that ~1 ----" a2 and a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
We improve the above theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. ~ = (1,2, . . . ,n - -  1~0) is a generating vector of a primitive element 
Proof. We prove Theorem 5.3 similarly as Theorem 5.2. Assume that ~ is not a generating 
vector. Then there is an element i in {1, ..., n} such that ~(~(i)) is not a primitive element 
of Q(c~l,..., oq). This implies that there is an element g in g, which is not an identity 
embedding from Q(cq, ..., ~i) into K,  such that $(i)a -~( i )  E W. By the proof of Theorem 
5.2, if there are some coordinates of ~(i) which differ from each other, then we get a 
contradiction. So ~(i)g - ~(i) E I, where I is defined in the proof of Theorem 5.2. By 
seeing ~, it follows directly that ~(i)g - ~(i) = 0. Therefore, g fixes 1, ..., i, i.e. g fixes 
~1, ..-, ai.  This implies that g is an identity embedding. Hence we get a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Case  where  n is p r ime 
Similarly as in the previous case, ~ = (1, 2, ..., n - 1, 0) is a generating vector for the 
case where n is a prime integer p. We use the following well-known lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. ( well-known ) Q has a cyclic subgroup Co]  order p. Then C is transitive 
on {1,2, ...,p}. 
By using this lemma, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Ie t  ~ = (1,2, . . . ,p -  1,0). Then a(~) is a primitive elemen~ of K.  
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Proof .  We prove Theorem 5.5 by similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.2. As- 
sume that a(g) is not a primitive element of K. Then there is an element g in 6 such that 
~ - ~ E W. Let ~ = ~g - ~. Then there are some coordinates of ~ which differ from each 
other. Let C be a cyclic subgroup of ~ of order p. Then C is transitive on {1, 2, ..., p). 
Moreover, consider the subspace U spanned by {~h]h E C}. Then U is C-invariant. By 
using similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, to get a contradiction, we have 
only to show that dim U = p - 1. By changing the order of indices, if necessary, there is 
an element c in C such that c is expressed by (1, 2, ...,p). Now we consider the matrix M 
whose i-th row is a vector fi d-~, i.e. 
U/~ ~tl 9 9 9 Ztp.-I 
M .~ , , 9 
' "  ~ 
2 ?23 . . ,  1 / 
Then the characteristic polynomial det(zI-M) of M is as follows. 
det(zI-M)=YL(x - uz - wu2 ... wP-Zup) ,  where w ranges all p-th roots of 1. 
Then the multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of M, is the number of p-th roots w of I such 
that u z + wu2 +...-4- r z up = 0. Since for any p-th root w # 1, there is no Q-linear elation 
between 1,w, . . . ,w p -z  except for 1 + w + ... + w p -z  =- O, u l  + wu2 A- ... + wP-aup  cannot be 
0 for w # 1. For w = 1, by the definition of fi it follows that uz + u2 + ... + up = 0. Hence 
the multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of M is equal to 1 and this implies that the rank of 
M is equal to p - 1 and so the rank of U is equal to p - 1. Q.E.D. 
By similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we get the following theorem as 
an improvement of Theorem 5.5. 
Theorem 5.6. ~ = (1:2, . . . ,p -  1,0) ia a generat ing  vector .  
Genera l  case 
Similarly as in Section 4.3, bounds b and c for roots of f are defined as follows. 
Def in i t ion 5.2. Let b be a rational number which is greater than the absolute values 
lail's, and let c be a positive rational number whose reciprocal is not greater than the 
absolute values of the differences of any two distinct roots of f. Moreover, let a be the 
smallest integer such that a >__ 4be and a >_ 2. 
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Then for a vector ~ --- (1, a, a2, ..., a n-2, 0), we have the following as a corollary of Theorem 
4.7 by the fact that K is generated by any n - 1 distinct roots of f .  
Corollary 5.7. R -- (1, a, a 2, ..., a " -2 ,  O) i8 a generat ing vector. 
Hence we have the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 5.1. (determining the generating vector) 
Input: f an irreducible polynomial over Q. 
Output: ] a generating vector. 
n :=degree f;
if n is prime then return (1, 2, ..., n -  1, 0); 
g := - t) over  q [ t ] / / (O ;  
h :=Rest(/(t), g(x - 2t)); ( Norm of g ) 
factorize h over Q; 
if h is irreducible over Q then return (1, 2, ..., n - 1, 0); 
compute b, c and a; ( see Algorithm 4.2. ) 
return (1, a, a 2, ..., a n-2,  O) 
It is easy to incorporate the generating vector algorithm into the scheme of trial 
algorithm, for example, Trager's algorithm. We explain the new algorithm. 
5.2. Algorithm using generating vectors for splitting fields 
By incorporating generating vectors in Trager's algorithm, we obtain a non-trial al- 
gorithm, which we call Modified-Algorithm. In Trager's algorithms, for each i, we have to 
seek an integer si by trial such that s~a I + ...-b si~i is a primitive element of the inter- 
mediate field Ki  =Q(oq,...,  ai) ,  where (sl, ..., si-1) is already determined vector giving a 
primitive element of the previous intermediate field K i - ]  =Q(al , . . . ,  ai-1). In Modified- 
Algorithm, integers i  are determined without trial in advance. The remaining job is to 
compute the minimal polynomial of each primitive element. 
One may think that the generating vector will give very large coefficients to the 
minimal polynomial, and that the advantage of avoiding trials will be lost. However, 
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there are cases where Trager's algorithm obtains, after a long series of trials and failures, 
the same generating vector as Modified-Algorithm gives. Consider the case where the 
Galois group G of K/Q is the symmetric group Sn of degree n. In this case, Algorithm 
5.1 gives (1, 2, ..., n - 1, 0). On the other hand, ~rager's algorithm obtains the same vector 
(1, 2, ..., n - 1, 0). This is concluded by the following lemma which can be proved easily. 
Lemma 5.8. For the case where ~ = Sn, the following holds. 
For each i > 2, s ia l  +""  + 8lOll can not be a primi~ive lement 0f q(a l , . . . ,oq) ,  if 
~here ezists a pair of integers (j ,k), 1 <_ j r k <_ i, such that sj -- s~, where al,..., al are 
i distinct roots of f .  
In Trager's algorithm, at each step for constructing Ki, candidates for sl are chosen 
in ascending order from the set {1, 2, ...}. ( Trager's algorithm really does so. ) Since 
the already computed sj's must be all distinct by Lemma 5.8, the primitive element of 
Ki-1 must be al -k- 2a2 -b""  + (i - 1)ai-x in Trager's algorithm. At this step, i trials are 
necessary to get si -- i, since no candidate for sl from the set {1, ...,i - 1} is admissible. 
Especially, at the final step for i -- n - 1, n - 1 trials are unavoidable. This shows 
that the cost of this computation is O(n) times larger than that of Modified-Algorithm. 
Thus, Modified-Algorithm improves the efficiency when the computed generating vector 
is relatively small. 
Now, we show the complete algorithm. 
A lgor i thm 5.2. ( Modified-Algorithm ) 
Input: f an irreducible polynomial over Q. 
Output: g the minimal polynomial of a primitive element of the splitting field, and the 
representations of the roots of f by a primitive element. 
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Step 1. compute the generating vector ~; 
Step 2. i := 1; 
g :=  f(=); 
/~ := 0; 
F :-- {f(z;  t ) / (=  - t)} in (q [ f , ] /g ( f . ) ) [=] ;  
Step 3. i := i+ l ;  
For each P(x; t) in F do 
Qp(z) :=Res,(Kt), (si) d'g re ( (= - ~)/~i; t)); 
factorize Qp(x) over Q; 
/)p :=set of all irreducible factors of Qp; 
he(x) := element of max degree in Lp; 
/) := UpLp; 
h(=) :=polynomial with max degree among hp(=); 
S~ep 4. For each T(=) in L \ {h(=)} do 
V(x; t) :=GCD((si) deg PP((= - t)/si; t), T(x)) over Q[t]/g(t); 
u(=; t) := (1/s~)d'g vv(~= + ~; t); 
If deg U(x; t) = 1 then 
w(0 := --constant part of u(=; t); 
n := n u {w(0};  
els~ F := Fu  {U(=;t)}; 
V(=; t) :=GCD((si) deg PP((= - t)/si; t), h(x)) over Q[t]/g(t); 
Lr(=, ~) := (l/.~)~.g vv(,~= + ~; ~); 
If deg U(x; t) = 1 then 
W(t) := -constant part of U(=; t); 
n := R u {W(~)}; 
Return g and R; 
u(x; t) :=GCD(g(=), V(t; x)) over Q[t]/h(t); 
g(~) := h(=); 
.(~) := -constant part of ~(x; t) over Q[~]/g(t); 
U(=; t) := ~(=; ~(t)) owr  q[t]/g(~); 
.~(~) := (t - v(~))/~; 
n := {~(v(t))k(~) e R} u {re(t)}; 
v(=; t) := u(=; ~)/(= - re(t)); 
F := {v(z; Kt))lU(z; t) e F}; 
If deg V(x; t) = 1 then 
W(t) := -constant part of V(x; t); 
n := ~ u {w(t)};  
else F := r U {V(x; t)}; 
Step 5. If [R[ = n then 
Return g and R; 
else goto Step 3 
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6. Concluding remarks  
Our results are summarized as follows. An improved bound for the number of trials in 
the existing algorithms for the separable-type case is given. For the mixed-type case of the 
problem, t-base-trial method is proposed, and the number of trials is shown to be no more 
than that for the separable-type case. The notion of the generating vector is introduced, 
and based on which a non-trial method for extension fields is presented. The generating 
vector is also applied to splitting fields. The presented algorithms are faster than other 
existing methods in the stage where the primitive element and its minimal polynomial 
are computed. The total algorithm, however, usually includes the stage of representing 
adjoined dements by the obtained primitive element. To obtain the representation, our 
algorithms employ GCD computation over extension fields as others do. Since the cost of 
this stage is most dominating, the cost as a whole is not decreased so much. For splitting 
fields, a non-trial method is also presented. It is shown that our algorithm is faster than 
a typical existing algorithm with trials. The improvement is more remarkable than that 
for arbitrary extension fields, even if the representation stage is included. The remaining 
difficulty is that the cost of factoring polynomials over extension fields is also dominating 
as much as above GCD computation. This implies that our generating vector must be 
small as much as possible. In general, however, the generating vector tends to be large. 
These difficulties are left for further investigation. 
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